dinosaur
Level 1
Animal World
Level 5
Adventure Planet
locomotive (train)
Level 1
Explore
Level 4
Industry and Empire
clock
Level 1
Discoveries
The Millennium Clock plays music and has a moving display every hour.
Dolly the sheep
Level 1
Explore
Lego museum
Level 3

Next to the Balcony Cafe.
aeroplane
Level 1
Explore
Look up to see them or climb to higher floors to get closer.
Romans
Level -1
Early People
Vikings
Level -1

Early People
cars
Level 1
Hawthornden Court
Level 1
Explore
Level 1
Animal World
catapult
Level 1
Kingdom of the Scots
Level 1
Explore
hot air balloon
Level 1
Explore
Egyptian Mummy
Level 1
Discoveries
energy wheel
Level 5
Energise
robot
Level 1
Explore
engine
Level 1
Explore
Level 3
Scotland Transformed
Visitor Experience Staff

Ask them questions about the museum or if you need help with anything.
staff
Enablers

Ask them to help you explore the interactive galleries or join in activities.
spark cart (Science)
Level 1
Explore
You can take part in science demonstrations here.